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Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 1, 1959_

' Husband Of Local
Girl Named Director
Of Pet Milk
I

Robert 0. Jenkins, vice-president
of Pet Milk Company and executive vice-president and general
manager of its subsidiary. Pet
Dairy Pr.ducts Company has been
elected to the board of directons
of the Pet Milk Company.
Robert L. Latzer. chairman of
the board made the announcement
at Johnson City, Tennessee where
Jenkins lives.
Jenkins has been associated with
the company's dairy division for
thirty years and has been general
manager since 1956.
He served as evaporated milk
receiving statin manager for Pet
at Lynn Grove. for scene time,
end married a Lynn Grove girl,
the former Miss Pauline Conner.
Mrs. Jenkins' mother is Mrs.
H. C. Conner. and b.-other. Walter
H. Conner. both of Murray

Beautification
Program Is
Suggested

Pcrys

•
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1400 Police In
Chinese Student h
New York Transferred Thinking Things Over I
To Juvenile Duty
By JERRY CHIAPPETTA

Internal Dissension In irmed
Forces Etkilts, Chinese Mass

NEW YORK (UPI) — New
York authorities today waited to
learn whether the tran,sfer of 1.400 policemen to juvenile crane
duty will curb the "cancerous
grolifk" of rising youth violence.
Pu e Commissioner Stephen
P. Kennedy ordered the the move
Monday after a week that saw
four teen-agers killed and a
number of others injured in street
clashes.
"The brutal murders by young
people dramatize the rising tide
of youth violence In New York
City," Kentedy said. 'These are
not isolated cases."
Top city officials meanwhile
prepared for a special city hall
conference on the rash cf violence that Kennedy described as
a "cancerous growth."
Mayor 'Robert F. Wagner summoned them to a meeting Thuris
day tu discuss what steps could
be taken to counter the upswing.
A member of officials, including
city councilmen, already were reviving talk o4 a curfew tx) keep
yeuths off the streets during the
trident night-tiarie hours.
Kennedy said there had been
30 per cent more youth murders
so far in 1959 than in 1956. Last
week's four murders were not
included in this figure.

ANN ARBOR, Mlcn. (UPI) —
By B. K. TIWARI
Toward the end of the chat, Eiported to have handed in their
By MERRIMAN SMITH
A Chinese student who hid for
United Press Internatiapal
senhower again stressed his point.
resignations in protest against
UPI White House Reporter
r.early four years in a church itNEW DELHI. Ind:a (UPI) — Menon's handling of military at"I will not be a party to a
LONDON (UPI) — President
tic because he was flunking colDefense Minister V. K. Khrishna fairs.
EictenOve beautification projEisenhower and Prime Minister meeting that is going to depress
loge went back into hiding toMenon and the heads of India's
Pakistan's President Mohamects are being planned by civic
Harold Macmillan left it clear or discharge people. Therefore,
day to think things over.
army. navy and air force resign- med Aseub. who flew here today
Oubs in cooperation with hhe
today that thitg still do not agree we must have results and with
This time, however, 28-year- ed today.
from Karachi. said India and
Murray Chamber of Commence,
completely on a summit policy. that single exception there is
The internal dissension in the Pakistan must settle their trod old. Cheng Guan Lim of Singaaccording to a newsletter just
Although nothing they said in nothing they cannot ask me to
pore was in seclusion at a priv- nation's armed forces erupted as the overwhelniing pressure trim
issued by the local Chamber.
their joint radio-television chat do."
Must Maintain NATO
ate home near the University of
the overwhelming pressor ferom
The idea of the projects to to
Monday indicated any serious
Other highlights of the chat
Michigan campus. Lim had wrapthe North."
make the city more attractive.
'trillion. it was quite clear that
ped himself in a sort of self-imReport Troops Massing
not only to visitors but to tourEisenhower's price for formal were:
posed purgatory frown Oct. 9,
Arab said the recent flurry of
ists as well.
summit negotiations with Soviet
-Agreement between them that
1955' until he was captured by
road-building in Communist-inSuggested ideas by the ChamPremier Nikita S. Khrushichey
Anglo-American relations never
police investigating one of the
fluenced
ber of Commerce include the
Afghanistan
was higher than Macmillan's.
poses a
were better.
many prowler reports at t h e
threat of "great military presfollowing:
After winding up two days of
-Agreement that despite ineviFirst Methodist Church Sunday
sure" on the two nations of the
Construct and place on entrancold war talks with the prime table difficulties NATO
must be
morning.
subcontinent.
ces to the city of Murray. similar
minister the President this mornmaintained.
Red Troops from China were
to the ones at the approach to
ing took time out from his Euro-A joint declaration in favor
Lim cried Monday when he
reported maasing all along India's
the state parks, made of wood
pean peace time crusade to deal
cif increased East-West culural
was informed that his 72-year1.800-mile • Tibetan border. apand stone, which would be perwith White House business that
old father, Tien Un Lim who had
• _ contacts.
parently ready to supprert the
manently located with very little
has piled up.--__-____.—
-A joint Wedge -to maintain
dismanded —he enter engineering
Communist columns which are
upkeep.
scheckilecl no more major
•
school, died of cancer last March.
the principles of peace and just'said to have thrust "fairly deep"
Have all of the entrances. parpolitical talks until he goes to
He smiled, however, when inice in international relations.
into Indian territcry in the Siang
ticularly HigInvay 641 from Bee
Paris Wednesday to meet with
Everyone agreed that the Presformed his mother was well and
and Lohit are
Charles de
President
Creek bridge- to the city limits,
French
of the northeast
living in Hong Kong. He was to
ident's European mission so farDear Friends Of Murray and
frontier.
beautified and banks cut to al-2
Gaulle and Italian leaders.
have a reunion with his profeshe went to West Germany before Calloway County
The Reds also are said to have
Make Big Hit
slope along the highway right of
sozobrother today.
coming to Britain-has been a
invaded the Indian protectorate
This afternoon he left free for
want to express my deep ap- way.
stunning success.
of Bhutan.
Have the weeded areas by the
a nall tea party for the Indian
Philip Loh, 34-year-old U of
preciation to the United Fund.
'Dispatches from the border rehigh commissioner in London.
M research associate professor
The latest show of enthusiasm the
Calloway
County
School sidewalks and curbs beautified
ported "bitter fighting" at the
Mrs. Vijaya Lakshrni Pandit, sis- was a crowd of nearly 5,000 that Board, the business firms, the with evergreens and flowering
whose brother is married to Lim's
Jawaharlal Nehru
(frontier post of Longju, whirl
ter of Premier Jaovaharlal Neh- jammed narrow Downing Street organizations of Murray and in- plants, especially the approach to
sister. said:
ru, and several other women.
"It must be hard for you peo- fresh reports came in that Com- was believed to have been abanMonday night to cheer Eisenhow- terested friends for your marvel- the square.-"
ei9enhower invited a marnber er and Macmillan when they ous support given to the School
Have a nice sign constructed
ple to understand how someone munist Chinese troops were mass- doned to the Reds.
Troops Driven Out
for placement in the "Yard of
of old World War II comrades- emerged from, dinner.
could 'survive that long...the ing along India's northern fronof New Hope.
--Urn tnif wed reports said
in-arms to dinner this everting.
.
was., terriTic tier.
Tn .Tanuary of 1058 we started the Month" with the selection
Eisenhower
Macmillan
a nd
front his family.
from scratch with United Fund being made.by some civic club or
The resignation caused grave dian troops and border ry.:ic •
made a big hit in Britain with
"His father was a stern man. concern throughout the country have bees driven out a nurni,...
support. Today with State and the Chamber.
Have a recreation spot designtheir fireside chat, unique in hisa teacher. His brother. ('hung and threw the government and of other control posts on tr.o
Federal funds we have a school
frontier.
tory.
Chuan Lim, is a professor at Wa- Parliament into turmoil.
equipped to take care of most of ed for the elderly men, offering
Dr
Richard H. Graves. Mur- terloo. Ont. -College and both
These reports said police mot*
Its impact, coming at the end
the children's needs. which is a shuffleboard, horse-shoe pitching,
The iervisft• chiefs quit because
State College graduate La his sisters graduated from col- they say Maas% waa-piasiag
ariato only 'oaken quantities' of
('If overwhehning ovakaens for
'ekes% etc.
credit, to the Calkiway County
the President by the BritTith pudthe cleaning up or , 1949• and Wolter J. Weiss, re- leges.
School System or any school syitics with the armed forges. Khri- anwnunition on hand had beet
,condemning of some of the low search chemist, are copatentees
lie, was trernenctous. The British
"He felt he was a failure. He sihna Menon offered in turn to unable to stand up to seasonto
stern.
Communist mountain and jungle
cress was unanimous in is praise.
quit himself.
1 want to extend an invita- Irental property by 'the Fire De- it a recently issued patent, U. S. was shamed, disgraced."
*Eisenhower declared he was
Revelation of his fantastic tale
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Ne- tro.(ps.
tion to you to visit us at your partment or. the County Health 2.656,154. directed to the drilling
Mr. William Finis Outland. age
Bad weather over the border
willing to go to Moscow for the
convenience. We love to have Department for the use of resi- method and assigned to Texaco, won Lim perrnossion from inwni- hru has not yet accepted the resInc.
summit or do anything else for 73. tiled this morning at 12:05 a. Ytcrs.
dential rental.
gration officials to stay in Ann ignations. But he is due to make made it impossible to airdrop amThe above suggesticms repres- I Dr. Graves, the son of Mr. and Arbor. It also focused -_attention i, statement in Parliament Wed- noinitian and other supplies to
world peace provided there were m. at the Murray General HosMay God bless you and guide
pramports of success and provid- pital follosving an illness of six you in your efforts as he has us ent an expansion of the beauti- 'Mrs. W. B. Graves of Bardwell, on his university problems and nesday, when he is expected to the beleaguered Indians.
On the diplomatic front, Nei
ed KhrusthiShev during his corn- months. His death was a result is my prayer.
fication program spcinsored by 'attended the University of Ken- won him a chance to re-enter announce his. decision.
the Chamber for the last several tucky after graduating from Mur- U
ing visit to the United States of complications. Mr. Outland
M
It was reported that a fresh hru told newsmen Monday that
Your Friend,
resided on Murray Route six.
showed he wanted peace
years in cooperation with the ray and was awarded M. S. and
wave of Red Chinese troops India will not support the Delo.
Frances Bradley
He is survived by his wife.
Says Peace Is 'Imperative
Junior Chamber of Commerce Ph. D. degrees from there. He
backed up by mule-packed heavy Lama's appeal to the United Na"Peace is imperative." he de- Mrs. ELI:a Outland, four sisters;
and the Boy Scouts in which was employed by Texaco at the
weapons was advancing toward tirms for action against 111 C.enmuniot conquerors of Of Tibet.
clared. "If we are to have a sum- Mrs. Leona Self. Dora, Alabama,
Laboratory
in
hundreds of flowering shrubs and Bellaire
1954.
northeastern India.
"This will not serve any' purtrees have been set out in the where he is prosently engaged in
pit. Mr. Khrushchev must under- Mrs. Susie Farris of Murray, Mrs.
Press reports that Jorhat, in
Eula Robertson and Mrs. Cosie
research in clay chemistry and
!tend that as you and I do."
city.
the border province of Assam, pose," the premier said.
drilling fluids.
CMaerryillan made it dear he Phillips both of Murray. three
said the Reds are moving along
brothers; Woodard Outland and
Dr. Graves resides at 5102 Darwas less demanding.
the border between India and
LEXINGTON an —Fifth grade
The
Calloway
Ophus
County
tell,
Outland
Soil
both
HIm- Communist - conquered Tibet
of Murray
Tex,
"I have never concealed to you
pupils attending a clam at the
provement
and
Association
Onus
Outland
is
of
Muskegon.
complet- "where an incursion has already
that I have always wanted a
Linlee School Monday escaped ining a remodeling program which tzken place."
surnmit meeting and with your Michigan and several nieces and
jury when their alert teacher told
involved
nephews.
the
shifting of two entire
initiative we tray get it tinder
This was an apparent reference
departments.
Mr. Outland was a member of them to "scoot" before a ceiling
the best conditions." he said.
to the Longju area, where the
fell.
raining
plaster,
do.an
lathing
The entrance normally used by Reds seized an Indian border
He was referring to the Presi- the Cherry Corner Baptist ChurMrs. Elizabeth
Lee
Taylor
and flourescent lights on empty
Mrs. Nora Cole, age 90, died cost mers formerly led into the past a
dent's invitation to Khrushehev. ch where funeral services will
Wooldridge, a 1931 graduate of
ago.
deaks
LOUISVILLE (11P11 — Bert
be held Wednesday at 2:00 p. m.
.
Murray State College, is co-au- this morning at 3:20 at the Mur- grain and, seed section of the firm.
Other reporis from the tense
Mrs
Frances
Warren
evacuated
with Brni. R. J. Bungle and Bro.
and after the ' remodeling this hongju area said Communist and_ Combs and John M. Robsion Jr.
thor of a recently published text- ray Rest Hsme.
28
pupils
after
she
heard
a
winNorman
Culpepper
officiating.
She is survived by one grand- same entrance leads into the Indian forces are drawn up bare- respective candidates for the Dembook. "Let's Play 'Rithimetic''.
reratic and Republican election
Burial will be in the Hacks Ceme- dow shade snap just before the The book was published by Ex- daughter. Miss Ruth Cole of Mur- household wares, and tools depart- ly a stone's throw apart.
ceiling
buckted
The quiet which position
tery.
Press Inc.. New York, ray. three grandsons; Jack Cole ment.
An official spokesman said, for governor in the November
full
wed
the sudden noise of the N.
Nephews of Mr. Outland will
Sims, Burbank, California. WilY.
however, that there has been no general election. will be featuriai
Little exterior work ,in the large
aleaaad Pram iirbaromilammil
shade :mapping enabled her to
serve as pal/bearers:
•
Mrs. Wooldridge. associate pro_ liarn Sims and Joe R. Sims both
report of renewed fighting at at a lunch on Kentucky Chamber
of Commerce Day at the lk.gi
'Friends may call at the J. H. hear crackling noises in the ceil- lessorof mathematics at the State , of Murray and six great-grand- building was done since the con- issigju.
struction was primarily on the
Jackson Purchase, southeast, Ohurchill. •Funeral Home which ing and she brought the children Teachers College. Wayne. Ne- children.
Meanwhile, it was resorted that State Fair.
inside. A new glass and aluminum
to the opposite of the room and braska. previously
northeast areas— Partly cloudy, has charge of the services.
The special day, yet aside f
'Mrs. Cole was amcmber of the
Indian Defense Minister V. K.
taught high
door was added for the cust,mer
told them to "Scoot. and we went school at
warm and humid with scattered
Salmi' . Kentucky and Williams Chapel Church of Christ•
Khristrna Menon had resigned in chambers of Commerce in Kenentrance
out the door."
afternoon or night time .showers
COLDWATER LOS$8
Pioneer, Louisiana. After grad- Funeral services will be held
the face of growing press and tucky. will be Tuesday. Sept. 15
An engineer who inspected the uating from Murray, she
today. ton*ht and Wednesday.
parliamentary criticism that he The announcement was made Monattend- Wednesday at 2:00 p. m.. at the
"retail
store"
The
department
of
Ariel today and Wednesday near A depleted Coldwater team room said that metal lathing ap- ed Peabody College, where she Max H. Churchill Furiera4 Home the firm is
completely new with was playing politics with the day by Harper Garton, of LouisLow tonight about 70.
lost Sunday 3-2 to a colored parently had been put in by nails received her M. A. degree; the Chapel —with Bro. Paul Hodges
the exception of the concrete floor. armed forces. The commanders e:Ile, executive vice president rat
Temperatures at 5 a. m. CDT.: team tram Mayfield and Padu- that were too short. He also check- University of Colorado, and
the officiating. Burial will be in the The large room is panelled and of the army. navy and air force the state chamber
.Louisville 74, Lexington 72, Bow- cah. Thursday night a Murray ed other rooms in the 33-year old University -of
The candidates will speak briefSinking Springs Cemetery.
Nebraska.
also were expected to have quit
has an accoustical lila ceiling.
ling Omen N. Paducah 72. COV- girl's softball team will play a building and found a weak ceiling
Mrs: Wookiridge's co-author is
Friends may call at the Max
Neu: "islands" are used to dis- as a result of Khrishna Mendn's ly during the businessmen's lunch
Ington 70. London 70 and Hop- girl's team
In
another
classroom. which also Dr. Lula R. Way, also an as- H. Churchill Funeral Home until
from Coldwatee on
at 12:30 pm. cd.t. in Dining Worn
play merchandise and modern dis- actions.
kinanille 71.
was evacuated
the Coldwater field.
socate onifi, s-r at Wayne.
the scrvice hour.
The nation's three chiefs of "B" of the Coliseum Huildiret
play racks are used for display cf
.Evansville, Ind., 73.
staffoLt_ Gen._ .1C-. -3- Thimayya, Gatton 'said each candidate,would
hand tools, paints, etc.
Huntington. W. Va., 69.
Vice Adm, R. D. Katari and Air be allotted 21) minutes to speak
tIsn's+.
The office is connected to the Marshal S. Mukherjee-were reIn addition to the giabernatoriii
ABOARD
SEVEN
ALL
TOBACCO CURING ADVISORY
new area by means of a large - —
candidates. Gatton said, nation.o
KILLED IN 'COPTER
• United Press International
CRASH NEAR THULE,
open window. New lighting fixIN EUROPE, IKE RENEWS
celebrities attending the fair Pre
•
elat iv e humidity averaged
GREENLAND BASE
PLEDGE OF U S HELP TO
tures have also been added.
invited to attend the lunch.
KEEP WEST BERLIN AND
about 72 per cent over the state
The store area also is air con4
All members of the State ChamWEST GERMANY FREE
Combat Ready
Monday and will change little toditioned.
ber .4 Continence and all local
DROUGHT, FLOODS, LACK
day or tomorrow, but the outGrain and seed needs are filled
chamber of commerce mernbe•s
OF KNOW-HOW MAKE
look for drier air and better
in the north end of the 150 fo t
PEIPING CUT BACK 19S9
WASHINGTON US —The United are Invited to attend the lunem
curing conditions Thursday.
PRODUCTION GOALS
long building and building supStates is...preparing to declare its also. Gatton said
Curing conditions were only
plies are available in the south
EAST
first intercontinental ballistic misfair Tuesday and this condition
er,d.
BAKES
sile PICBM) unit "combat ready."
will continue through today and
After a two-month delay to fix
Wednesday. Barns should be oftRobert Perry, fnanaqer. said that
'SOME EXPLODED NEAR
1...._
en during the daytime and closed
a new corn storage bin is also in mechanical troubles, the first partLITTLE ROCK'S MALI
HIGH SCHOOL WAS PRANK.
strength Atlas ICBM squadron -at night So long as this high huthe process of being constructed.
SAY TWO VISITING ROTS
raodity persists, farmers should
The modernization program is being; turned over to the Strategic
take particular caution against
the 'first program of this nature Air Command ISAC) at VandenThree local young people RoeVENEZUELA'S EX.PRESIDENT
house burn, examine the tobacco
undertaken for some years, and berg Air Force Base, Calif.
zanne Farris, Bill Young and
PEREZ JIMENEZ SAYS IN
barn
if
The
unit
the
has
the
five missiles—three Gail Dougls, have just returned
flyings
up in
will present more convenience and
MIAMI REACH ITS THE
RED-EMSATTIED LAOS
are in high case this morning
REDS BACK HOME WHO
comfort to the customers of the mounted on launching pacts and (ism a Convocational Meet f
TO GET MILITARY
RESPONSISLE
ARE
FOR
two spares. Later squadrons will Methodist
and don't dry out during the
AID FROM U. S.
firm.
Youths
Perdoo
at
THOSE MURDER, THEFT
day. Attention should be given
have 10_ missiles.
CHARGES AGAINST HIM
University in West Lafayette.
MEXICO OUAKF
Perry
said
that
some
final
items
to preparing stoves so that some
Each of the three miss:les kept Indiana.
DAMAGE RUNS
have to be completed before the at the ready at Vandenberg will
TO MILLIONS
fires may be started in barns
While there they heard and met
program
is
finished. A wider be assigned a Russian target just such
tonight or Wednesday.
outstanding people as Dave
range
of household and farm items as strategic bombers are. That
INDIA WILL DEFEND BOIDElf STATES
According to Charles Bortner.
Burbeck and his Combo, Harold
AGAINST REDS,
BHUTAN
SIKKIM,
OF
will
also be added to the already means each r.cket will be kept
University of Kentucky agronoStassen and Mrs. Eleanryr RooseSAYS PRIME MINISTER NEHRU
large inventory.
nfItst. as much as 30 per cent of
Upright on its launching pad with velt.
An annual fall sale is being an- its guidance system always set to
the weight of tobacco may be
90% DEVALUATION OF BIG
The Murray group made the
nounced by the firm in an adver- direct the missile and its hydrogen
lost if house burn takes place
BILL CURRENCY THROWS
trip by chartered bus along with
TURMOIL
INDONESIA
INTO
tisement elseWhere in today's issue warhead to its Soviet target more
during this time when the leaf
some ninety others front the
of the Ledger and Times.
is changing color.
than 6,300 statute miles away.
Memphis Conference.
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

FOUR MILITARY CHIEFS IN INDIA RESIGN
Ike And Macmillan Do Not
Agree On Summit Meet Policy

a-foot-wide tank
utes, 35 seconds.
"service" with a
and watching TV
fornia housewife.
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Modernization Of
'Firm Near Complete;
Sale Is Announced

Pupils Escape As
School Ceiling Falls
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Author Of Textbook
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Mrs. Nora Cole Dies
Early This Morning
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The Weekend
Sports Summary

NATIONAL FULPIUSEENTATIVILS: WALLACE %PITMEN 00., 134$
Monroe, Memphis, Tina., 260 Park Ave., New Yart4 MI E. hbaliergan Ave, Chicago: 10 Bolystoo St., Boston

L'n,ted Press InternatoDnal
Saturday
WASHINGICON, D. C.
BarEntered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, Liz transualaaum as bara McIntitt. it Lake Park.
Ila.t• won the ID': S.'Wornen's AmSecond Class Matter
ateur golf championship 4 and 3
11URscRIPTION KATES By Carrier to Murray, per week Mg, per over J.urine Goodwin
of Havermonth Me. In Calloway and adjog swaths. gat nom p..sit ekehill. Mass.
where. 0.30.

TUESDAY

- SEPTEMBER 1, 1959

SARATOGA SPRINGS. N. Y.
-Tompion, a C. V. Whitney colt
ridden by Willie Shoemaker. won
the $114175 Hopeful Stkaes at
Saratoga. Vital Force was second
and Bourbon Prince third.

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
$180,000
New School Buildings
Planning Commission with Profeasional
Consultation

Sunday
MLLWAUKEE. Ws. - Gene
••. er of &raging Mils, Calif.,
n tne $35.000 Stiller Open golf
tournament with a 72-hole total
of =S.

IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

StANCHESTER. Mass. -• Angela Mortimer of England won

DAY - SEPTEMBER 1, 1959

Left-Hander Sandy Koufax May Have Developed Just In Time
To Put The Los Angeles Dodgers Into The World Series Play-Off

By FRED DOWN
31 strikeouts in two consecutive the first batter Worthington
faced,
tinned Press international
ganws.
then connected for the game-winIt took Sandy Koulax a lung
Defeat Loomed
ning blast.
time to develop but now that he
The Giants scored their first
Koufax' great effort appeared
has it may be just in time to put
the singles title in the Ewen the Los Angeles Dodgers in the doomed to end in defeat-even as run off Koufax in the first inning
on doubles by Willie Mays and
County Women's Invitation Ten- World Series.
Feller's 18-strikeout effort did in
nis Tournament by beating Bar1938-until the last of the ninth Orlando Cepeda and their secorld
A 73-year old left-hander from when Wally Moon's three - run in the fifth on Willie McCovey's
bara Green Weigandt. 6-3. 3-6,
Brooklyn who got a $253.100 bonus homer old Al WortninNton gave eighth homer of the season.
6-3.
in 1955 and once sprained an the Dodgers their llth win in 19
Yields Seven Hits
ankle when he "tripod over a fool meetings with the Giants this
seaKoufax, who has struck out 150
MILWAUKEE. Wis. - Roger inc'. Koufax Monday night pitch- son. The
Dodgers had tied the
batters in 127 innings while fasWard won the 200-mile auto race ed his way into the record book score
in the eighth with the help
hioning an 8-4 record, struck out
at the Wisconsm State Fair that and the Dodgers to within one
()I two wild pitches by Jack Santhe side :n order in the sixth and
Claimed the life of Ed Elis:an of game of first place in the National f_rd.
ninth innings and also sandwiched
Fresno,
Lempue with a spectacular 5-2
The supreme Irony of Koufax" th:ee strikeouts around
victory over the San Francisco
McCoveY.s
victory-from the Giants point of -Giants.
view was that he actually led off
WATERL)O, Iowa - Betsy
Rawls opened a four -stroke lead
A crowd of $2,794 at Los An- the game-winning rally with a
in the Waterloo Women's Open geles, including 60,194 paid, saw single. From the moment he joingolf tournament.
the 210-pound southpaw strike out ed the Dodgers in '55, Koetax
18 batters to equal the major has been recognized at one of in,.
league mark set by Bob Feller weakest hitters in the history .1
LOSES HIS VOICE
Oct. 2. 1938. and break the Nal- the major leagues.
,nal League record of 17 held by
Jim Gilliam followed Koutax
Dizzy Dean since 1933. Since he inning-opening single with another
NEWCASTLE, England (UPI
Corner at 4th & Main
Patterson complained to struck out 13 batters in his prey- single and San Francisco Manager
police Friday that somebody stole .us start a week ago. Koufax Bill Rigfiey immediately replaced
Ms six-ton buildoer.
aiso set a marr league record of Sanford with Worthington. Moon,

homer in the fifth. He yielded
seven hits and walked two billters.
had two good pitches workIng for me tonight," Koufax said.
"A fast ball and a curve. It was
my best game and my luckiest."
The victory was the fourth in
their last five games for the Dodgers while the less was the Giants'
fifth in six games:
Pete Runnels' 10th-inning homa
gave the Boston Red Sox a el
victory over the Washington Senators in the only other major
league game played Monday.

SCOTT DRUG CO.

iJ

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Pbooe PLaxa 3-2447

4

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
“The College Shop- a ready to wear store for ladie.z.
Misses. and Juniors, will open on the second floor of the
Purdom Buildiing. 5th and Maple Streets, according To
the owners. Mrs. Lura Melone and Luta Thornton.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones were in Dickson. Tenn..
Sunday, gue4s-of-ber-4iiater, Mrs. W_E.-Hutton .and -Mr.
Hutton.
Hallett Adams of Detroit, Mich.. is visiting his brothers. Charlie and Edd Adams.
Miss Martha Lindsey. critic leader in home economical
at the Murray Training School. at the University of Ken- ,
tucky. Lexington, during the summer months.
M. and Mrs. J. Turner and family and Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. BA'z'ell and sons were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. AA. L. Bezzell.
Detroit at Chicago

Major League Kansas City at Cleveland. night L
Biston at Baltimore. night
Standings --1-41.sinuoptea-at-New---Xure.--tusta-

Unico Redi-Grip Snow & Mud Tires

ILIniied From lomMenaaiami

(UPI

3 4"

Plastic Pipe

Dig in and go in mud

rag $2 19

slush and snow.

Molds to shape of food,
excludes air better.
Keeps frozen meat, fish
poultrt longer. 18' x 50'
roll.

$13.95
Extra-wide tread

reg $2337

•••111M.,..

AMEititAN LEAGUE
Tessa
W L Pet. GB
Cnicago
80 49 620
Cleveland
75i id 377 5.2
Detroit
65 65 Atlu 15.1
New York.
64 at, 492 16,s
Balt.mort
61 66 481, 18
Bost..r.
62 69 473 19
Kons.c5 C.1 y
59 70 457 21
52 78 441U 311'
W ce,talle pri
Moods Night's 11•••Its
Boston 4 14. 34ninsii,n 3. 10
ppo, ran
New York at klaitim.
Oftly gam., N-.ed..ieci.
Teilay's Geamee
Waitunston at 13 dor.
Kansas City at Cleveland. night
Llietrod at Chicago. merit
Only games itchecluled
Wedimentay's Genes

$1.50

'

OCCUPATIONAL HAZARD
NATIONAL LIEAGI'lE
1 Hi.00M 1NG TON.
TAMS
W L Pet GB
A.r Force of:lacer Donald Speed.
San Francisco
73 SI .567
Sa..1121, Karl.. was fined 112
72 59
1..ob Angeles
Friday-dor speecing
Miiwaukee
70 40 .5.18 2,
2
70 62 530
PittNburgh./
62 87 481 10
01.C.1110
CLIC:
63 64 46; 10
6: 72 439 ls
St
511 79 406 .30
P iladelpnia
liamisy Niablre Ilteemita
Los Anigeles 5 San Frarwisc
Only game scheduied
Tainagat's Games
St Loud at Lie Antetes
14
Philadelph.a at Milwaukee
Pittsburgr at C.ncionat.
. setectu.e0
Only game,
Wedneeder's Gann
P.ttsturgr. at Cincinnau night
Milarielistua at Mitwaukee. nigtst
St Louis at Los Angeles. night
Cli.c..go at San Francisco

18" x 50' Aluminum Food Foil

3 flexible and ligheceight
you cart install it yourself,
quickly. easily. Costs far less
• "'ears •
than Kelvin ized pipe

you

shoulders give
traction

3' 2 lb. Axe

Aluminum Grain Soup

tion on dry roads. it-ply Tyres

vs
,/,•e,•

Shallow Well Jet Pump

$6.95

Black.

ta;

. 15 iwb.4

750

111.•
14'

14 telsoles
s

$16.50' I $18.25.

for life -

Ears are
part of pall
-can't
break loose.
No.

terrific

No hum or vibra-

carcass.

Lubricated

thousands

4 gripping edges and deeper

10-Qt.
Galvanized Pail
61c
:PE CIAl

1,4111• $2335*

Tiger

•
w23

Brand. Top-grad.i

‘'.1arnintiM -vre
only 4 lbs. Mrs
i. exploMl
No rAlifig

Amerlmin s5e0

few .$11.50•

Forget ir

Battery Hand Lantern

CIIMAINAt ATTACK - officer
Glenn Swanson holds up bandaged hand of Fred Phillips in
Fan Francisco after P. Mips'
arrest in the criminal ettack
of Mrs. Fred Fischer, 43 Three
men hcld the Denver. Colo..
Fischer family of four at knifepoint in their trailer wtote one
of them criminally attacked
Mrs. Fischer. The Irisband finally threw one of the assailants through the traitor door
Into a plate g1544 window. Phillips and two OUP rs were irrested when puttee followed a trail
of blood _ to • la...Lasng project

Work Gloves
$1.30,

WARFARIN -- Rat Bait

$88.95

Dependable indoor, outdoor light

$1.88

reg. $132.13

-4

rtg.12.30.

SA 25

Reg

Woiverine.i
Brand.

Rats7m
-tre eat until theY 041
*
*
4

Never becoms;"tiaitsIshy.-

Never needs lubrication. 13 H.P. motor
pumps 290 gals, per hour at 2.() ft. For depths
to 25 ft. Foot valve included No. 1INB-12H.

Unico 12M All-Year Motor Oil
$1.90 iQT. fAX
$2.50
Use Year round no seasonal change needed. Minimizes sludge, lacquer.
Deereases consumption.
N
12M (10W-30,.

$2.84

Ready to use. 5 lb. can,

5 gals. Asphalt Roof Coating/Brume Rake

Construction

Seamless

log. 111.10

special

Flannel
back.
No 6032.

3' 2"Steel Vise

Throughout!

/ $1.cro

$2.25

Sturdy

S9fCliel

$7.95
$iop

Metal

Case!

Wr.n't ran in hot weather,
crack in cold. Made with
fiber. Gal. covers 75 to
100 ft.

Comfortable Sure4 44 Ii
Teeth are
crimped and
really
Welded.
stay in. No. BR-22.

Famous for quality for
over 30 years. No. 43'4.

Grip Handle!
Less Battery. No. 5!)

.1•=a•ml.•

Yale Padlock

x 12' Tarpaulin

$1 .1 3
$

Unico Permanent Anti-Freeze

$1.90

$10.35

7C,

1

$1.10

$235

rtg $1555
Itere'e dependa b I e
outdoor protection.
Disc t u mbier.
No Nil

No. F-I5 House Broom

Protects against freezing . .
protects cooling system metals.
Won't boil away Fill, ther forget it

12-oz. oil-tempered
water-resistant material. Triple-stitched.
Reinforced. 10x12'.

Balanced

design

sweeping

efficiency.

Expert sewing.

MI of this can be seen in the new and modern display room at your CO-OP STORE!
A special invitation is extended to all the ladies, both in the city and in the county

Dalloway County Soil Improvement Assn.

GARY CROSBY AND CAROL LYNLY et ,tft ;;i1
Iaaser
Ana
help them along in the delightful Technicolor
film are: late Wyman, Jill St. r,hii and Clifton WOO, 'holiday
:v.,'
play W.00,444914 3 and Thursday at the Cool.

Phone PLaza 3-2924
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ust In Time
ies Play-Off

Here Is One
Actor Wants
To Stay In

in the fifth. He yielded
its and walked two Pia-

two good pitches workme tonight," Koufax said.
ball and a curve. It was
game and my kickiest."
rictory was the fourth in
it five games for the Doidgle the less was the Wants'
six games!
Runnels' 10th-inning horraga
a Banton Red Sox a 41111
over the Washington Sena the only other major
:lame played Monday.

IG CO:

NOTICE

only $59.50 cash. Used Singer
Console $39.50. Contact Bill Adams,
201 South 13th, PLaza 3-1757, Murray.
TIC

I

FOR RENT

sone PLaza 3.2547

I

4PIIMP

plume

0
Soeindod

By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
IRAQ
RELIABLE PERSON FOR houseHOLLYWOOD (UPI - Taint the
work. Mornings preferred. Must coyotes
howling on movieland's
have awn transportation. Call PL lone prairie, it's '1'V onWttoys
3-1929.
9-3C wailing to quit their shoot-'em-up
MAN TO WORK AT SERVICE series.
Commonest sound along western
AUCTION SALE I station. Apply at Midway Truck street
sets, out on location and in
9-3C
Stop.
soundstage saloons in the mournful
AUCTION SALE THURSDAY, 1:00
plaint of horse opera heroes who
p.m. Rain or shine. 1628 Miller.
want to unsaddle their talents to
Househald furnishings. Solid walInternational
become rnt..v:e stars.
nut antique bed and dresser, maHugh O'Brian, Clint Walker,
LOUISVILLE (UPI) - The
hogany dresser and drop-leaf taJim Garner, Jim Arness and a extended weather forecast, Tuesble, chest of drawers, chairs and
barnful of other gun-slingers pub- day through Saturday:
many other iterns. Douglas SaioeTemperatures will average near
licly and privately chafe at the
oil
9-2C
maker, Auctioneer.
bit to ditch their successful pro- or slightly above the state norCROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to yesaaaaa•as Pewit
Arab control.
pipeline In the Middle East not subject to
grams. They object to the long mal cd 73. Only minor daytime
le on the Red osa,
1-Heraldlo.
ACH066
It runs from the Gulf of Aqaba, which
WMP MP UMMO
hours, small salaries, identification temperature Changes but cooler
device
port Construction on
SALE
Mediterranean
FOR
big
mUMMPfssi
Israel's
ULAIMWsr
part
Haifa,
latter
to
the
of
3-Note
readings
te•lairt
scale
with a single role and the eVer- night time
Biggest name on
4-Confuse
4-Colleg•
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the 16-incher in scheduled to begin moon.
NEW YORK. N. Y. - Mortal- levan' monotony.
of the week. Total rainfall will
6-Got up
degree
Rothschild of France.
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large
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of
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list
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the
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11-appropriate
1-Gaseous
through
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13-Manly
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will
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16-Man's
1.1l11W
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muu
Road ready. Will sell units sep- ghtly lower than that for the
Kelly .5 an affable character Thursday.
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• knam•
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MINN
12-Parent
arately or complete rig. Can be corre-sponding period •of 1958. but
18-Plaming
collected his humps in trayPM UWORPOR MO
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18-Stalk
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33-Preposition
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24-Actual being
MeXemporary
USED CLARINET. CHEAP. Phone ians report.
55-Mail
41-Sandarao
26-Crafty
court That her husband, Air Forlinters
The actual death rate was 098.1 bees it.
9-3C
PLaza 3-5402.
tree
37-111gh cards
64-Compasa
24-Scold
per 100,000, as contrasted with
"These other guys don't really ce Maj. John McKinnon, -spends
44-Worm
point
28-Obtain•
15-Parthiase
46-Apportion
67-Dawn-------"a
GIRLS CLOTHING. Size 10 - 12. the 1938 and 1957 rates of 702.8 want out," he surmised. 'They all his daylight hours playing
213-Makes lac•
31-Ashes of
48-Irueulan
goddess
SO-Leare out
watching
seaweed
Ca:' coat, rain coat. Scout uniform, and 662.8, ressiectively.
just want more money. And who golf and all his nights
Indian*
69-Chinese
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33-Symbol for
49-Wants
dresses and skirts. PL 3-5422. 9-3C
Diseases of the heart, arteries, can blame them. I'd like more television."
63-Printer's
/6.111ch
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ft-Spanish pot
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mountain
84-Part of
and kidneys, which account for dough myself."
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64-A stat•
117-Precious
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Kelly hauls down a comfortable
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rate
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going concerns like
written
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mother
OUTSIDE WHITE
150-Beholdi
chanic shop and garaae handling monia and influenza since last Kelly continued.
62-Fernal•
'Personally, I'd like to stay .•.
Phillips 66 Products at Hazel, year. when influenza was epidehome
or 20
Kervtucky Contact Southern Fuel Mx. the mortality rate of 21.5 Illsrverck' for another 18
61-Soak up
of
66-Trad• for
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mortality
established
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111-Mads of
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GREENE 0. WILSON
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Offers
Now
;More
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Turns
WANTED to RENT icyholders, and the principal
wool
113-Roman
'I've turned drown two movie
magistrat es
communimble diseases . of childOpen All Day Thursday
offers in the past year because
65-Remain erect
N1cE 3 ROOM UNP-URNISHElp hood-measles, scarlet fever, whothink they measured up
64-Steamship
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I
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apartment, prOYate entrance
oping cough, and diphtheria-con,
STARKS HARDWARE
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to 'Maverick' standards. And I'm
bath also garage One working tinned toward the vanishing want
ones. My role
lucky
the
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12th & Poplar
lady. Phone PL 3-3048 from 8 a.m. as causes of death.
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of Bart isn't a tyipeacharacteriza9-3C
Lauted eaten Syne is,
mia
still
p.m.
poliomyelitis,
by
Acute
Distr.
5
to
i
1-Quarrel
nor cause of death. killed five
polScyMetropolitan indaztrial
; Art
I HAD NO IDEA TI4AT
YOu
ettl,TEAM!
holders in the first tali
LIFE WAS 60iNi; 10 BE
MY MORE, SALLY N T I HAVE TO
There were no deaths frurn this
RUED WITH SUCH DRAMA..
60 SAVE MY TEAM FROLI DEFEAT
FAINFUL
cause dur.ng the corresponding
'period of 1958. In the general
t
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in
by EDMOND HAMILTON
population of the United States.
gllsV s=aZit gs4stesr=4 sa:=1,.
1.030 cases of polio were reports
T
asil
ed in the January-June period, ;
compared with 850 a year ear"Ttiol On touched Pri,Ether ' Alter a while the firennenent
CHAPTER, 27
emo....
her. The number of paralytic
QIX DAYS after Kirk Ham twitch The stereovideo projector on mitto side 01 Met,. A.L.: ....lic‘l
threw, right in front with light as the %hip crawled into
cases more than doubled, ring
• mond's awakening in the came on It
transmitter-eye of the • vast dark chasm.
from 329.
to
star-ship, it passed completeli of the
They moved along the coasts
around a dark cloud that lay like telaudio, a life-steed three-dimenby Ernie Bushmiller
solidarity
whose
image
sional
sun.
NANCY
of light lase a mute beside a
a gloomy curtain across their
made Hammond past fiery-glowing capes that
and reality
wav.
•
catch nix breath. The image was could nave neld the whole Solar
--- AND MY
The Trifid lay before them
Thayn Marden.
System past great bars ot darkBIRDS
LOVE
It had been impressive enough
The Marden - image spoke ness that ran far back lute the
In the astronomical photographs quickly. "Returning fur special
neeula.
STILL
that Hammond had seen bark in
consultation_ There are none but
Hammond's mind quelled. He
the Twentieth Century, when it
EACH OTHER
the 'Twentieth
on this ship."
oh
child
a
Vrarnen
still
was
was called the Trind Nebula But
In the screen, the eyes of the Century, of the little Earth, and
frern this distance it was more young Vramen man lighted with
this monster cloud eit.s no place
stunning.
pleasure. He said. "We'll be glad for man. The fight of it beet
Great star-clouds glittered all to see you here again. Thayar It
upon the facea of Iva and Tarn around them, the swarms of sung
been a long time. Proceed." man and Abel. peering with him.
that In the Sagittarius region has
And the screen went dark.
and he saw awe in their eyes
of the Milky Way made brilliant
Thol On turned a switch and too.
the Rummer nights of faraway
the vividly real stereovideo imJon Wilson came and said.
Earth. But beyond all these
age of 'Mart disappeared. And "You'd better strap in. Our di• loomed a vast/ICAO of light, glow- Hammond suddenly became con- rection-line takes us into the
ing like a flirriace in which stars scious that there haeLabeen an
nebula soon, and we'll have to
were forged, stretching across
iron band around his ch-ist which run that on autopilot."
whole parsecs of 'pace.
loosened.
hat' now
Iva went away but Quobba
Groups of double and multiple
They looked at each other with
stars shone from within that far- relief and triumph, and Wilson pointed to one of the empty
flung nebulosity, some of them said, "Well done. Thol. We foxed chairs and Hammond sat down
•••••••/111.1%
and strapped In.
fiercely bright and others dim the Vramen this Urns!"
by Al Capp
[IL' ABNER
the
from
came
voice
Lund's
shinwhole
the
And
muffled.
"and
Thol Orr shook his head. "Not
of the Trifld eats riven for very long. Remember, the annunciator. "Autopilot"
ing
"Autopilot It is, and I hope
THE
by three great cracks that were Vrarnen will now expect Harden
themselves light-years in width to arrive at their Althar base, the blasted calce know their
WORLD
I
TELL
Quobba.
40U,CHIEF
said
business,"
and that formed clear roads into wherever it may be. When she
4 the Inconceivable interior.
FIRST- THE POLICE
THIS BUILDING -AND
He chased a circuit and then
doesn't, they'll take alarm and
turned and gave Hammond a
The light of the Trtfid glowed start searching."
STATION SHRANK TO
ALL IN IT-I-4A'5
get
you
upon their faces as they peered
"By that time, we'll hope to wry grin. "Here's where
THE SIZE OF A PEA!!
TO THE
SHRUNK
any
Running
lesson.
advanced
n
from the pilot-room, Tammaa at have got somewhere," muttered .
??-o°Ps1PEAOF
SIZE
A
Trifid-a
the
but
tricky:
is
nebula
the controls and Jon Wilson and Wilson. He went over to North
-eAvsk.rHis words were drowned out.
Quobba and Iva crowded aeside Abel, who during all this time
BACK
calcthe
'WE'RE
in
back
computers
The
Hammond.
had been hunched over the comTO NORMAL!!
"We could get a challenge from plex of directIona' receivers in room, whose relays could think
the Vramen any time," Wilson the corner of the room. "Did you faster than any human being,
had taken over.
said. "I'll make sure Thol is get a fix, North?"
They had been given an obready."
"Yee, I got one. I'll have to
line deep in the aioud
cornl
Hammond turned, and followed work out the bearings before I jective,
They
to An
latutler.
was
that
out of the pilot-room. He plot it."
him
V
tenons In a few
didn't want to look any longer
Presently the small navigation made their
at the Trifld. He thought that room was crowded as Lund, Abel, seconds of whirring and cliektrg.
If he did, all his courage Would Wilson and Thol Orr all hung They spoke, not in audible speech
bit in electric impulses that gave
run out of him.
over a table. Hammond looked
In the communtc room, Thol on from behind them, but could imperious orders to the autopilot
Orr nodded calmly. "It's all not maks the slightest sense out mechanisth.
The generators deep in the
seedy. Remember, no one is to of the mass of symbols and
ship, forewarned of the need 'or
41•11111•••••••
41•••••
speak or get within range of the graphs they were studying.
a greater power, droned loud.
by Raeburn Van Baran
telaudio transmitter eye."
ABBIE an' SLATS
"That's it," said Abel finally.
ship
the
The
took
autopilot
They waited. The generators ettaless they were using a relay
stopped
just
that
speed
a
at
and,
THAT'S
CHARLIE
RIGHT,
-DON'T NOME
droned and the ship went on and point, that's the direction of Al- short of the threshold of
human
you pp, THERE'S A SLUG AIMED RIGHT
on. They looked at the telaudio than"
endurance, flung it right at the
PUT AWAY THOSE GUNS,
AT THE SACK OF YOUR NECK
They all looked at Wilson. Tie glowing wall.
screen and nothing happened.
FELLAS.THERE'S NO TROUBLE
The telaudio buzzed sharply tugge at his lip nervously, starHammond saw them coming,
FROM US -BESIDES, YOU'LL
and Hammond started violently. ing down at the sheets ef symthose precipices of light that went
BE WEEDIN' ALL THE r
"That'll be it," said Wilson bols.
He
Into
up
space.
forever
starry
AMMUNITION YOU'VE
Finally he said, 'This is the
"Be sure-"
for
himself
Impact
an
braced
"Quiet," said rho! Orr, in the way we have to take. The liraGOT TO-knew
he
not
would
come.
that
tone of one who soothes a ner- men may have some better way
no
wee
right.
was
There
fie
vous child. He touched a switch.
hut we don't knew it. At least, Impact when they hit the nebula.
In the telaudio receiver screen this takes us in along a rift a There was only light all around
appeared the head of a man. He good way before we have to cut them, not PO fiery or bright now
was a handsome young man, and through the nebula."
they were in it, but more a
Dimas hard face became a that
beyond him was a background
moony glow.
bleak.
-Cutting
more
trifle
• a of apparatus unfamiliar to Ham- through the ne bu la will be
• mond. He lookrd Hoy rny other
"We have to go on the aypleasant, efficient young man. rou
"g
Ith.
,.,.ie,” said Wilmot'. -It is gumption that the % morn still
He was a N'ramen and Hammond
detonate this "hap !won!" Jon
only chance we have."
alSo
hate him.
Time
tthee went by and the ship Wilson warns. Continue the
"State the alertaty of volt
story litOre tomorrow
!dal droned toward Trifici.
ship," he eked.

DEAD STOCK RiEliOVID TREE.
Peerapt larvae. Tracks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield. Phone 433. it aa answer ANY TYPE 01 EL.EcralCAL
lull collect Union City, Tennessee, work. We are available 24 hours
phene TV 6-936L
TTO a day. Call us when you need us.
Dill Electric Co. PL 3-2930. TIC
* CLEARANCE SALE. New
SING!
Singer Consoles were $169.50 now
only $139.50. New Singer vacuum AUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE
cleaners only $39 50. Two used sale Monday, September 7 at the
portables $69.50. Two used vacuum home af the late Miss Arra Dunn,
:n Hazel at 10 a.m. Auctioneercleaners $19.50. Four treadles.
9-5C
97.50 ZIG ZAG SEWING Maclaine J. W. HaIl.

GARAGE APARTMENT available
at once. Large lot, nice neighborhood. 1628 Mallen Call Dorothy
Irvan, PLaza 3-3798.
9-2C

.

Mortality
Falls First
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HELP WANTED

PAGE THREE

...-nasesawswisienmee
bon. I could do other things if
the series folded.
"But some of the boys woulli
find it tough sledding. O'Brian
and Arness would be in serious
trouble. They're so identified with
Wyatt Earp and Marshal Matt
Dillon no one would believe them
in any caber role:*
Jack is confident westerns will
be with us forever, pointing out
the sage brush sagas have been
around since the first motion picture was made. He's also positive
if the horse opera fad fades, his
show will be the last to bet the
dust.
"'Maverick' is entertainment, not
strictly a western. We play it with
tongue -in -cheek and audiences
love it,' he explained.
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United Press
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10-Qt.
Galvanized Pail
61c

FCANP /11CONFH, 'Pea. *UPI)
issela

$6.95

Phone PL 3-1916
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fI542R
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L.
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We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
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interest at our readers.
NATIONAL EXPEBIEENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER 03, 131111
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
8180,000
New School Buildings
Planning Commission with PrOsasional
Cosisultation
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The Weekend
Sports Summary

TUESDAY - SEPTEMBER 1, q959

Sandy Koufax May Have Developed Just In Time
To Put The Los Angeles Dodgers Into The World Series Play-Off

By FRED DOWN
31 strikeouts in two consecutive the first batter Worthington faced,
(faked Press International
games.
then connected for the game-winIt took Sandy Koufax a long
Defeat Loosed
ning blast.
time to develop but now that he
The Giants scored their first
Koufax' great effort appeared
has it may be just in time to put
run off Koufax in the first inning
United Press Internat,onai
the singles title in the Essex the Los Angeles Dodgers in the doomed to end in defeat-even as on doubles
by Willie Mays ancl
Feller's 18-strikeout effort did in
Saturday
County Women's Invitation Ten- World Series.
Orlando Cepeda and their second
1938-until the last of the ninth
nis Tournament by beating BarWASHINGXON, D. C. A 211-year old left-hander from when Wally Moon's three - run in the fifth on Willie McCovey's
bara McInttlt. at Lake Park. bara Green We:gandt. 6-3. 3-6,
Brooklyn who got a $25,0110 bonus homer off Al Worthington gave eighth homer of the season.
Fla.. won the 17: S:-Woinen's Am- 6-3.
in 1955 and once sprained an the Dodgers their llth win in IV
ateur golf championship 4 and 3
Yields Seven Hits
ankle when he "triped over a foul meetings with the Giants this seaover Joanne Goodwin of HaverKoufax, who has struck out 150
MILWAUKEE
line":'
Koufax
Wis.
Monday
Roger
night
pitchhill. Mass.
son. The Dodgers had tied tile
Ward won the 200-mile auto race ed his way into the record book score in the eighth with the help batters in 127 innings while fasat the Wisconsin State Fair that and the Dodgers to within one of two wild pitches by Jack San- hioning an 8-4 record, struck out
the side in order in the sixth and
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y. claimed the life of Ed Elisian of game of first place in the National
ninth innings and aLao sandwiched
-Tompian. a C. V. Whitney colt Fresno, Calif.
Lessee with a spectacular 5.1
-raw - Supreme irony of Koufax' three strikeouts around McCovey.s
ridden by Willie Shoemaker, won
victory over the San Francisco
victory
from
the
Giants'
point
of
-the $114,175 Hopeful Stkaes at
Giant.s.
view was that he actually led off
WATERLOO, Iowa - Betsy
Saratoga. V:tal Force was second
Rawls opened a four -stroke lead
A crowd of 82.794 at Las An- the game-winning rally with a
and Bourbon Prince third.
in the Waterloo Women's Open geles, including 60,194 paid, saw single. From the moment tie joingolf tournarnecit
the 210-pound southpaw strike out ed the Dodgers in '55, Koufax
Sunday
18 batters to equal the major has been recognized as one of the
MILWAUKEE, Ws. - Gene
league mark set by Bob Feller weakest hitters in the history of
Littler of Singing Hills, Calif.,
LOSES HIS VOICE
Oct. 2. 1938, and break the Na- the major leagues.
won the $35,000 Miller Open golf
ti.nal League record of 17 held by
Jim Gilliam followed Koufax'
tournament with a 72-hole total
of M.
NEWCASTLE, England (UPI) Dizzy Dean since 1933. Since he inning-opening single with another
Corner at 4th & Main
Patterson complained to struck out 13 batters in his prev- single and San Francisco Manager
MA.NCHESTER. Mass. - An- police Friday that sornebOdeltole ious start a week ago. Koufax Bill 'bailey immediately replaced
also sEt a major league record of Sanford with Worthington. Moon,
gela Nice"imer if England won his six-ton laulldoer.

homer in the fifth. He yielded
seven hits and walked two WOters.
"I had two good pitches working for me tonight," Koufax said.
"A fast ball and a curve. It was
my beat game and my luckiest."
The victory Was the fourth in
their last five games for the Dodgers while the Ices was the Giants'
fifth in six games.
Pete Runnels' 10th-inning horniii
gave the Boston Red Sox a 141
victory over the Washington Senators in the only other major
league game played Monday.

SCOTT DRUG CO.

IMPROVEMENTS N LEDED

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"

Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widenwl Streets In Some Areas
Continued Home Building
Airport For Murray
City Auditorium

Phone PLaaa 3-2547

Ten Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
"The College Shop" a ready to wear store for ladies.-,
Misses, and Juniors, will open on the second floor of the
Purdom Buildiing, 5th and Maple Streets, according to
the owners, Mrs. Lura Melone and Luta Thornton.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Jones were in Dickson, Tenn.,
Sunday, guests of her sisler, -Mrs. W. E1iuttoftli-nd Mr.
Hutton.
• Hallett Adams of Detroit, Mich.. is visiting his brothers, Charlie and Edd Adams.
Miss Martha Lindsey. critic leader in home economics
at the Murray Training School, at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. during the summer months.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Turner and family and Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. 113*/*11 and sons were Sunday dinner guests or
Mr. and Mrs. AA. L. Bazzell.

Major League
Standings

Detroit at Ctucago
Kansas City at Cleveland. night
R•ston at Raltsmore, night
Kasinington at New York. nigat

Unico Redi-Grip Snow & Mud Tires

nite4 Press latornahion al
OCCUPATIONAL

$1.50

HAZARD

3/4" Plastic Pipe

YiATION AL MAGI. E
BLOOMINGTON. :11 (UPli W L Pet, GB
Tease
Air Force offacer Drinabi S.
73 511 .557
San Francisco
at Sa:inia. Kan • was fined
1
72 56
Los Angeles
Friday-for speeding
70
60
.548
2
+2
Milwaukee
70
62
530
Pittalaurgh
00 II elai $20 3D
-••••••••••
tri 57 481 AU
Chicago
lightweight
flexible
and
'So
Cincinnat.
KS 68 48; 1U
61 72 459 13
St Louu
you can install it yourself,
Pniladelpnia
54 79 406 Zu
quickly, easily. Costs far less
Monday Night's Resells
than galvatined pipe • ovfvfears it
'
Los Angeles 5 San Francisco 2
Only game scheduled
Yenisei's Games
St 1,-.uls at Los Anaeles
Philadelph.a at Milwaukee
Pittsburgh at C.nc.nriat,
OM)* games scheduied
Wednesday's Ganes
P.ttsburgn at Cincinnati. night
Lubricated for lifePhiladelpeua at Milwaukee. Agnt
St Loins at Los Angeles, night
Forget it
Ch.cago at San Francisco

$13.95

D*42 in and go in mu4

mg. $2 to

slush and snow.

Molds to shape of food.
excludes air be tte r.
Keeps frozen meat, fish
poultry longer. 1.1r x 50'
roll.

Extra-wide tread, thousands
of gripping edges and deeper
shoulders
traction.

give

you

carcass.

3'/1 lb. Axe

Aluminum Grain SOW

$6.95

Black

•Plns tag

670 • 15 tabea

feta $9.52

750

14 tirb•Iiiss

$16.50' I $18.25.
reit $23 33'

Ttge-r- Btnd. Top-grads

Alumtnum-weighs
only 4 lbs. Non-sparking
explosiors.
Ni. DOil2C;

American steel.

r•g, $27 50'

Battery Hand Lantern
WARFARIN -- Rat Bait

$88.95

Work Gloves
$1.30

Dependable indoor, outdoor light
•F

CIIMINAt ATTACK' - Officer
Glenn Swanson holds up band•ged hand of Fred Phillips in
San Francisco after Pi Mips'
arrest in the criminal attack
of Mrs. Fred Fischer, 43 Three
men held the Denver. Colo.,
Fischer family of four at knifepoint in their trailer while one
attacked
of them criminally
Mrs. Fischer. The trisband finally threw one of the assailants through the trail^r door
into a plate glass window. Phillips and two otie rs were arrestteed
ed when police followed a
of blood to a bowing project
-

$1.88
reg

Ears are
part of pail
-can't
break loose.
No. 101.

terrific

No hum or vibra-

tion on dry roads. 4-ply Tyres

Shallow Well Jet Pump

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tessa
'W L Pet. GB
90 46 szu
Chicago
75 $5 .577 5'2
Cleveland
Detroit
65 65 .5041 15'2 I
64 tib 492 16.2
New York
61 66 44g, 18
Baltanore
Boaston
62 69 473 19
Kansas C.ty
541 70 457 21
W.,-riirig• o
52 78 400 26.2
Monday Night's Rasslas
Boaton 4 Washingtm 3. lu inn.
New y‘yrk at Baitim..e. ppd., rain
Only games scheduled.
Today's Gaines
Wasitun..iton at 13 star.
Kansas City at Cleveland. night
Detre,t at Chicago. night
Only games scheduled.
Wednesday's Games

10-Qt.
Galvanized Pail
61c

18" x 50' Aluminum Food Fe

$13213

roe. 12.30
Rats, mice eat (InG115117
Never becornlia4shy."

Never needs lubrication.

1,3 H.P. motor

Ready to use. 5 lb. can.

pumps 290 gals. per hour at 20 ft. For depths
to 25 ft. Foot valve included No. IINE1-121i.

Unico I2M All-Year Motor Oil

$1.90
nal

$1.13
o.2 $1 70
lOre.3
depends b 1 e
prooutdoor
tection.
Disc t u mhler.
Ny. 797

$2.25

6. QT. PAK

tJ

Use Year round no seasonal change needed Minimizes sludge. lacquer
Decreases consumption
N
1:N1 i1OW-30.

Yale Padlock

5 gals. Asphalt Roof Coating

Brume Rake
$1.00
1

Throughout!
Seamless Metal

4

Case!

Won't run in hot weather,
crack in cold. Made with
fiber. Gal. covers 75 to
100 ft.

IW x 12' Tarpaulin

Comfortable SureTeeth are
crimped and
Welded, really
stay' in. No. BR-22.

Unioo Permanent Anti-Freeze
r-

$10.35

'$1.90
mg, $235

12-nz. oil-tempered
water-resistant material. Triple-stitched

Protects against freezim.:
,
protects cooling syStem metals.
Won't boil away. Fill, then forget it

1111111111111110.

•
No. F- 15 House Broom

GAL

'se $15.55

Reinforced. 10 x12'.

Sturdy Construction

$1.10
Balanced

&sten

sweeping efficiency.
Expert OP:ot frig.

All of this can be seen in the new and modern display room at your CO-OP STORE!
A special invitation is extended to all the ladies, both in the city and in the county

Hol.oa:.
INLV are off ori
GARY CROSBY AND CAROL 1-,
Lovers. And to help them along in the delightful Techmeoloi
him are: Janet Wyman. Jill St. iihri and Clifton Webb. -Holiday
;Oa,. Weelneolav and Thiireday at the cow
'-'

Dalloway County Soil Improvement Assn.
Phone PLaza 3-2924
,1411P01111.101#4
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1st In Time
es Play-Off

LoST-END
VOULILIN D

n the fifth. Be yielded
,ts and walked two I1L1-

‘SINGIA CLEARANCE SALE. New
Singer Consoles were $169.50 now
only $139.50. New Singer vacuum
cleaners only $39.50. Two used
portables $69.50. Two used vacuum
cleaners $19.50. Four treadles.
$750 ZIG ZAG SEWING Macione

AUCTION ANTIQUE FURNITURE
sale Monday, September 7 at the
home a the late Miss Arra Dunn,
in Hazel at 10 a.m. Auctioneer9-5C
J. W. Hill.
Answer to v•sterdav

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
•

frA•tirf
4-Colleg•
degree
(abbe )
4-Plaes for
oomia t
11 -Appropriate
13-Manly
15-Man's
nickname
13-11amlng
13-Stalk
IS-Spread for
drying
21-Eskers
22-PrePoistUon
riaTemporary

ion. PLaza 3-2647
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211-Scold
$3- Playthings
31-Ashee of
seaweed
33-Symbol for
cerium
34-Part of
.to be'
25-Mournful
33-Changs cow
of
39-Latin
con)trn,G")
40-,No4e of soaks
41 - La rn h's
elr pen R&M,
41-Tameiand
45-Music: as
writ ten
47-Father and
mother
50-11ehold:
61-Fental•
tome
63-Soak up
66-Trade for
money
63-Bay window
110-A stat•
(abbr.)
61-Made sif
wool
13-Roman
magistrates
$5-Remain erect
66-Pleamship
(abbr.)
67-13k in
DOWN
1-Quarral

2-Heraldic
device
3-Note of scale
4-Confuse
6-Get up
6-Avoided
7-A stat•
tabbr.)
3-Vortnerly
9-Gaseous
element
30-Beverag•
12-Parent
(colloq.)
14-Printer's
measure
17-Grade
20-Arid
24-Actual being
3S-crafty
27-Illgh cards
33-Obtains
25-Makes lace
20-Leav• out
117-1Thut Op
26-11ign
mountain
$7-1'recions
ston•

7
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Work Gloves
$1.30,
- / ,,,,,.,
f

1
'

Wolverine,
'
Brae,
Horse-hi
l
beck.
No. 6032.

3' "Steel Vise
$7.95

amous for quality for
rer 30 Years. No. 43'4.

1 House Broom
$1.10
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friciency.
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By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD IUD - Tain't the

tem. I could du other
the series folded.
"But some of the boys %Twill
find it elugh sledding, O'Brian
and Arness would be in serious
trouble. They're so identttied with
Wyatt Earp and Marshal Matt
Dillon no one would believe them
in any other role."
Jack is confident westerns will
be with us forever, pointing out
the sage brush sagas have been
around since the first motion picture was made. He's also positive
if the horse opera fad fades, his
Chow will be the last to bit the
dust.
"'Maverick' is entertainment, not
strictly # western. We play it with
tongue -in -cheek and audiences
lave it," he explained.

LyJCTION SALE

Mortality..
Falls First
Hall 1959

HOUSE PAINT

is routs of the first oil
RRST 'NON-ARAI' PIPIUNI--Here
to Arab controL

subject
pipeline in the Middle East not
Aqaba, which Is on the Red sea,
of
Gulf
the
from
runs
It
Mediterranean pert Construction on
to Haifa, Israel's big
to begin soon. Biggest name on
scheduled
ta
16-incher
the
de Rothschild of France.
Baron
is
promoters
of
list
the
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Typewriters
For Sale Or Rent
Office Supply Dept
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by EDMOND HAMILTON
Paara...

After. it Whale the firesment
Thol Orr touched /mother
!
evvitch The stereovideo prujector on e!tner side ot thee, as,.
came on It threw, right in front ' With light as the ship crawled into
of the transmitter-eye of the a vast dark chasm.
teiaudio. a life-steed three-danenThey moved along the coasts
atonal image whose solidarity of light like a mote beside • sun.
Hammond
made
reality
and
past flerv-glowing capes that
catch his breath The image was could have held the whole Solar
Thayn Marden.
System, past great bat's of dareIt had been Impressive enough
•
Marden - image spoke newt that ran far back lute the
The
photographs
In tae astronomical
quickly. "Returning for special nebula.
that Hammond had seen back in
Harnmond's mind quelled. He
consultation There are none but
the Twentieth Century, when it
was lain a child ot the Twentieth
Vramen on this ship."
was called the naiad Nebula But
In the screen, the eyes of the Century, of the little Earth, and
frem this distance it Was more young Vramen man lighted with this monster cloud eits no plat
,
stunning.
pleasure. He said. -We'll be glad for man. The light ot it beet
Great star-clouds glittered all to see you here again. Thayn. It upon the faces of Iva and Tam around them, the rwarms of suns
has been a long time. Proceed." man and Abel. peering with ram.
that In the Sagittarius region
And the screen went dark.
and he saw awe in their eyes
brilliant
of the Milky Way made
Thol On turned a switch and too.
faraway
of
nights
the rummer
Jon Wilson came and said.
the vividly real atereovideo imEarth. But beyond all these
age of Thayn disappeared. And "You'd better strap in. Our diglowlight,
of
a
vastness
loomed
•
Hammond suddenly became con- rection-line takes us into the
ing like a furnace in which stars
scious that there had been an nebula soon, and we'll have to
were forged, stretching across
Iron band around his chest which run that on autopilot"
whole parsecs of space.
ha" now loosened.
Iva went away but Quobba
Groups of double and multiple
They looked at each other with pointed to one of the empty
stare shone from within that far- relief and triumph. and Wilson
chairs and Hammond sat down
flung nebulosity, some of them said, "Well done, Thol. We foxed
Pee,
and 'trapped in.
fiercely bright and others dim the Vramen this time!"
Lund's voice came from the
and muffled. And the whole shinnot Orr shook his head. "Not annunciator. "Autopilot"
ing mass of the Trifld was riven for very long. Remember, the
"Autopilot It is. and I hope
by three great cracks that were Vramen will now expect Marden
the blasted coice know their
themselves light-years in width to arrive at their Aithar base,
business," said Quobba.
and that formed clear roads Into wherever It may be. When she
4 the inconceivable interior.
He closed a circuit and thin
doesn't, they'll take alarm and
turned and gave Hammond a
The tight of the Trifici glowed start searching."
wry grin. "Here's where you get
upon their faces as they peered
"By that time, we'll hope to
o advanced lesson. Running any
from the pilot-room, l'ammas at have got somewhere," muttered
the Trifid-"
the controls and Jon Wilson and Wilson. He went over to North nebula is tricky, but
His words were drowned out.
Quobba and Iva crowded .seside Abel, who during all this Ume
The computers back in the raleHammond.
had been hunched over the comCould think
"We could get a challenge from plex of directions' receivers in room, whose relays
the Vramen any time," Wilson the corner of the room. "Did you faster than any human being,
had taken over.
said. "I'll make sure Thol is get a fix, North?"
They had been given an obready."
"Yes, I got one. I'll have to
Hammond turned tuid followed work out the bearings before I jective, the line deep in the .-aciud
that was the way to Althar. They
him out of the pilot-room. He plot it"
6.w
made their computations in a few
didn't want to look any longer
Presently the small navigation
at the Trifld. lie tholight that room was crowded as Lund, Abel, seconds of whirring end clicking.
speech
if he did, aft his courage would Wilson and Thol Orr all hung They spoke, not In audible
but in electric impulses that gave
run out of him.
over a table. Hammond looked imperious orders to the autopilot
In the communic room, Thol on from behind them, but could
Orr nodded calmly. "It's an not make the slightest sense out mechanism.
The generators deep in the
ready. Remember, no one is to of the mass of symbols and
ship, forewarned of the need 'or
speak or get within range of the graphs they were studying.
a greater power, droned loud.
telaudio transmitter eye."
"That's it," said Abel finally.
The autopilot took the alias
They waited. The generators "Valero] they were using a relay
and, at a speed that just stopped
droned and the ship went on and point, that's the direction of Alshort of the threshold of human
on. They looked at the telaudlo t har."
endurance, flung it right at the
II • screen and nothing happened.
They all looked at Wilson. He glowing wall.
, at his hp nervously, starThe telaudlo buzzed sharply him.
Hammond saw them corning.
and Hammond started violently. ing down at the sheets of symthose precipices of light that went
Wilson.
said
it,"
be
"That'll
bols.
forever tip into starry space. He
Finally he said, "This is the
"Be sure-"
braced himself for an impact
"Quiet," said Thol Orr, In the way we have to take. The Vrathat he knew would not come.
tone of one who soothes a ner- men may have sonic better way
He was right. There was no
vous child. He touched a switch.
but we don't knew it. At least, impact when they hit the nebula.
In the telaudio receiver screen this takes us in along a rift a There was only light all around
appeared the head of a man lie good way before we have to cut them, not so fiery or bright now
was a handsome young man, and through the nebula."
that they were in It,'but more a
laind'e hard face became a
beyond him was a background
moony glow.
-Cutting
bleak.
More
trifle
a, of apparatus unfamiliar to Hama "'
be
will
nebula
the
throng!,
mond. He looked Flee my other
"We have to go on the 11,pleasant, efficient young man. rough."
that the Vrainep still
sumo is
'It
Wilson.
said
will,"
"It
Itammond
and
was
Vramen
a
He
detonate this ship soon:" Jon
also the only chance we have."
hated him.
Time. went by and the ship Wilson warns. Continue the
"State the identity of your
story here tomorrow
still droned toWard Trifid.
ship," tic said.
-
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Here Is One
Q44 Actor Wants
To Stay In
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GARAGE APARTMENT available RELIABLE PERSON FOR houseat once. Large lot, nice neighbor- work. Mornings preferred. Must coyotes howling on movaeland's
hood. 1628 Miller. Call Dorothy have own transportation. Call PL lone prairie, it's Tv
oceisiboys
9-3C wailing to quit their shoot-'ern-up
9-2C 3-1929.
Irvan, PLaza 3-3728.
series.
MAN TO WORK AT SERVICE
Cornmonest sound along western
station. Apply at Midway Truck
iA.ncl in
9-3C street sets, out on location
Stcsp.
soundstage saloons in the mournful
AUCTION SALE THURSDAY, 1:00
plaint of horse opera hen -es who
p.m. Rain or shine. 1628 Miller.
want to unsaddle their talents to
FIVE DAY FORECAST
Household furnishings. Solid walUnited Press international
become movie stars.
nut antique bed and dresser, maLOUISVILLE (UPI) - The
Hugh O'Brian, Clint Walker,
hogany ciresser and drop-leaf taJun Garner. Jim Arness and a extended weather forecast, Tuesble, chest of drawers, chairs and
barnful of other gun-slingers pub- day through Saturday:
Temperatures will average near
many other items. Douglas Shoelicly and privately chafe at the
9-3C
maker, Auctioneer.
bit to ditch their successful pro- or slightly above the state norgrams. They abject to the long mal of 73. Only minor daytime
hours, small salaries, identification temperature changes but cooler
part
with a single role and the e'er- night time readings the latter
rainfall will
Total
week.
the
of
monotony.
Mortallcvin'
Y.
N.
YORK,
NEW
and
To all thos Jack Kelly - who average one to two inches
1953 GMC TRACTOR WITH large ity among the millions of indusand scattered
rear
duty
trail policyholders of the Metro- co-stars in "Maverick" with Gar- locally as showers
302 engine and heavy
thundershowers, most of which
end, pulling 28-ft. flat tandem politan Life Insurance Company ner says "baloney!"
through
Tuesday
occur
will
Want More Money
Kingtiam trailer with straight air. in the first half of 1959 was sliKelly .s an affable character Thursday.
Road ready. Will sell .units sep- ghtly lower than that for the
arately or complete rig. Can be corresponding period of 1958, but who's collected his lumps in movDIVORCE GRANTED
fpr yews. Working spasmodtnanced. Southern Fuel & Lum- was still Leto perilleg4abwe the
FORT WIRTH, Tox. +UPI) -•
11-3C record for the tersOilic -Mnitthacl
; then gifting artnind between
ber Co.. Paris, Tennessee.
27, won
.
ad 1951, the company's stidistic- i?•etv
res. Jack knows i tgtood thing: Ma's. Jegn McKinnon,
the.
when he &yam - Fitlidays after telling
Paycheck,
steady
lens
.
a
report.,
sod
USED CLARINET. CHEAP. Phone
court that her husband, Air Fordeath rate was 098.1 gem it
actual
The
PLaza 3-544/.
McKinnon. "spends
per 100,000, as contrasted with
"Ttese other guys don't really ce Maj. John
daylight hours playing
his
all
702.8
of
They
rates
surmised.
12.
1957
10
1938
and
the
he
Size
out."
want
CLCYPHING.
GIRLS
all his nights watching
just wait more money. And who golf and
Ca: coat, rain coat. Scout uniform, and 662.8, respeetn.ely.
television."
arteries,
more
like
heart,
I'd
of
9-3C
the
them.
Diseases
3-5422.
can blame
dr(sses and skirts. PL
and lc.Oners. which account for dough myself."
•
mortotal
the
of
more than half
Kelly hauls down a comfortable
TAYLOR TOT BABY STROLLER
bigtime
tality among these insured per- 113000 weekly, but in
coat
rain
12
size
girl's
and one
sons recorded a elightly higher movie circles the stars earn in
PL.
Wilson
Wayne
with cap. Call
half_ of the nevihbonhood of $50.000 Per
9-3C death rate in the first
3-5086 r PL 143113.
this year than in 1958-3784 as picture - and that is the neighPr.IN 1.
-•////r•
compared wah 376.6 per 100.000. borlhcsod the cat bin boys covet.
In the January-June period of
"They'd be crazy to give up
19,57 the rate was 360.9
going concerns like their TV
Kurfees Ever-Kleen
An appreciable decrease octu-r- shows to gamble on pictures,"
REAL OPPORTUNITY FOR me- ad in the death rate from pneuOUTSIDE WHITE
Kelly continued.
ohartic shop .and garage handling monia and influenza since last
"Personally, I'd like to stay in
Rawl,
at
Products
Phillips 66
year. When influenza was epide- 'Maverick' for another 18 or 20
Kentucky. Contact Southern Fuel mic, the mortality rate of 21,5
years We could retitle it 'Son if
Tennessee.
& Lumber Co., Paris,
- On Sale per 100,000 beirig &boost one fai- Maverick.' I'd be foolish to leave
9-2C th less than that a year ago. -Tuter somittyrog fit less scope than
Reg. $6.80 gal.
berculosis mortality estdished oar sectea.'
a new knv of 5,8 per•100;000 PolTurns Dowg ;Wore Otte?,
prindpal
the
icyholders, and
'lye turned drown two movie
All Day Thursday
commurecable diseases of child- offers in the past year because
UNFURNI3HED
whofever,
hood-rneasIte, scarlet
NICE 3 ROOM
chdna think they measured up
STARKS HARDWARE
apartment. private entrance and oping cough, and dsahrtheria-con- to 'Maverick' standards. And I'm
bath also garage. One working tinued toward the vanishing point crie ,d the lutky ones. My role
12th & Poplar
lady. Phone PL 3-3048 from 8 ann. as causes of death.
of Bart isn't a typescharactertza
9-2C
Acute pollomyehtis, still a nilto 5 p.m.
nor cause of death. killed five
porkyinciesstr.al
Metrispolitan
I'Stet ts•
91RRY CAN'T PUSH YOU

r FOR SALE

III

ft:e 77

21

FOR RENT

CH A PTER 27
QIX DAYS after Kirk Ham
mond s awakening in the
star-ship, it paased completely
around • dark cloud that Las' like
a gloomy curtain across their
a a v.
The Trifld lay before them

$6.95

i

PULA'.

55-Mall
66-Compass
point
67-Dawn
goddess
59-Chinese mile
43-Printer's
sortasum
6I-A stat•
(abbr.

32-Sandarac
tree
44-Worm
46-a PriortIon
48-Irouulan
Indians
49-Wants
51-Special pot
64-lisbrew
Metth aro

IldINIa 4 NW
Vil II Mil
il ifirs
a
illl

A
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ammict: 111•1
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DEAD isTOCH REMOVED FREE.
eervice. Trucks dispatched
by two-way radio. Call collect
Mayfield. Phone 433. If so answer ANY TYPE OF ELECTRICAL
tall C401140i Eaton City, 7enneasee, work. We are available 24 hoers
ITO a day. Call us when you need us.
phone Tr 3-9361.
TIC
Dill Electric Co. PL 3-2930.

/G CO.

10.Qq.
lalvanized Pail
61c

/Nips

IN

Pionipt

tunnels 10th-inning hornar
e Boston Red Sox a 4118
over the Washington Sonthe only other major
ame played Monday.

ECIALISTS"

IT

wily 09.50 casn. ii;scd Singer
Console $39.50. Contact Bill Adams,
201 South 13th, PLaza 3-1757, MurTie
ray.

NOTICE

two good pitches workme tonight," Koufax said.
ball and a curve. It was
game and my luckiest."
ictory Was the fourth in
t five games for the Dodge the less was the Giants'
six games.
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There were no deaths from this
cause dur-ng the correepunding
period of 1958. In the general
population of the United States.
1.030 cases of polio were reported in the January-June pleoud,
coznpared wIth 050 a year earlier. The number of paralytic
canes more than doubled, rising ,
to 1191 frum FM.

ii

%.1

MY ACIRE, SALLY, BUT I HAVE TO

Ei0 5AVEt TEAM FaCIA DEFEAT

.13

Phone PL 3-1916

I MAD NO IDEA THAT
LIFE WAS 60•1•4 TO SE
FiLL.ED WITH SUCH DRAMA

HANG CN,TEAM!
HERE COMES YOUR
FAITHFUL AtANACER

411A:1k

.*:11

IF.
II

1110115
11

4444.164.40.

e. • .
-

Ow.

Y

by Ernie Buslusi/Ior

NANCY

TUNNEL
OF' LOVE

I WANT
MY MONEY

BACK--- TH IS
IS THE
THIRD
TRIP--1.1 I P.05 - us.0.
h.4.•••
C••• ,•S•1,1.o.smi

by Al Capp

LIL' ABNER
_N I
SOME WATER ON
IT-AN'- IT'S

FIRST-THE POLICE

TE_LL'10ti,CHIEF BUILDIts1G -AND
ALL IN IT-HAS
SHRUNK 10 THE
SIZE OF A PEA

GOWN 'I

STATION SHRANK TO
TI-4E SIZE OF A PEA!!

14ALP

WORLD

LOOKS
FANTASTIC!!
- SEEP?-0121°51-

-151

AIME BACK
TO NORMAL!!

7

ti
4E40

by Raeburn Van Bereft

ABBIE an' SLATS
-- CAPTURE THAT DEVIL
SKIPPER OUT YONDER ON
HIS SH;7 -

plOMMMEMMINIMMMENT
PUT AWAY THOSE GUNS,
FELLAS, THERE'S NO TROUf3LE
FROM US -BESIDES, YOU'LL

_?•FT MOVE,
,1
(00
DOBBS;

THAT'S RIGHT, CHARLIE -DON'T l'OVe ;IF
YOU DO, THERE'S A SLUG AIMED RIGHT
AT THE SACK OF YOUR NECK

AMMUNIT1Ct1 YOU'VE
j7
BEGO
IETET
DO
:
IN

A.. I

• .sevsaresisisteselialtk,
1949
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PERSONALS

Dr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Anderson
and sons. Kevin Neale and Keith
i
%
Gregory. spent the weekend visit• s
.14
ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
b e
•.
Orville Anderson, and Mr. and
• e.
Mrs. Wayne Flora.
•• • •
;
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hurcham.
Mr. arid Mrs. T. G. Murphy and
# slaughter. Leeteie Joon,. visited L.
A. Murphy .cd,Coi..kville, Tenn. Mr.
Murphy had not seen Mrs. kturTWIN HEART OPERATIONS FOR TWINS—Twins Marilyn (left)
chant, his sister. Since their parand Carolyn Schaeffer, 8, are shown awaiting their twin
ents died fifty five years ago.
open heart operation in Cartiutal Glennon Memorial hospital.
Relatives in Daylight and MciiS
LL Louis. They have congenital heart defects. They are
Menville were visited.
daughters of the Edward Schaeffer' of Beardstown, 111. -4
•• • •
Mm s Loretta Culver has just
coronary tendencies is even high- returned from a. three weeks
va'e
cati,_n in Floricki where she viseAnger and ambition are chief tel with Mr, and Mrs. Willie
Jackcausie.s for Coronaries.
son at the Montverde Private
I In San Francisco, two doctors School in Montverde. Florida.
divided their male patients into
•• ••
two —categories: Group A. being
Mr. Leon Phillips and son. Billy
coirepent.ve, ambitious, emotional Phillips have returned to their
merit: group B. easy-going men. home in Detroit. Mich.' after vis,twith left drive Oves- a period al ing with their mother and grandyears. there was 70e per cent mother Mrs. Flora Phillips and
By PHYLLIS BATTELLE
more heart disease among g:- up Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Clark oil
NEW YORK (UPI) — It is now A!
South 16th street_
pose-tine. many doctors believe. to
The fact that women are less
spot a potential heart attack vicliable to heart trouble is an intim Just a fist's throw away.
dication this is a personal opinHe may be a very young man.
ice/ that they are not. actually.
He may hardly have Started to
P5 competitive ambitious or emoraise cain — nc CrbfkieSterCil. But
tional as men Why should they
sell, doctors can foresee tr.sible
of a coronary nature in the folMast wornen either have a man.
Circle No. 2 ,.f• the Women's
lowng types of people!'
or the promect of one, to carry .342rietT. of _Christian_ _Serie:tee_ met
I—Men who frequently-use NIS
On the statui and finance battle August 18th at 2:30 in the Educaphatic gestures. particularly Olenfor them: thus their ambition and tional Building of the First Meched fists, as they twat
compeueveness is transferred to thodist Church. The meeting was
7—Men who plan their next
male shoulders.
opened with prayer by chairman.
day's activities in advance. furiAnd as for their emotions-- Mrs. Bun Swann. followed with
ously figuring how much ,activity
women usually are seriously ern,-,- a welowne address to the visitors.
they can squeeze into it.
tonal only about their men and Mrs. E A Tucker, Mrs Wells and
3—Men who cannot bear to
Shelf Cirliirtiliefl. and their men and arc. miarhae:
-waste- sm., even for pleasure.
their children have been relatively I
A business !iession was conduct4—Men who think they know
in recent years in the race} ad and ,„,„,„,„...s.nts
Impartwhat you're going to say. before docile
01 the little 'but powerfuli wom- ance were made. Mrs. Tucker callpeu've actuall,y said it. These are
Women have another advant- ed attenti,,ri to Spiritual Life study
the chronic interrupters, and the an.
age c.ver men — an outlet for and a sumseston was m..de that
-yes. yes, we- fellows.
their ensetions: Tney are permitted we formulate plan for a definite
—Men Stho allow themselves to
to cry.
project as our goal for this year.
bee me .nfuriated
. when a woman suffers
Mrs. Jeff Farris. program chairheartbreak.
.t generally is a man gave the prceierain using as
These warninvs of danger are from
sketched in the upcomir.g August passing affair.
her subject -1 Love Thy Church',
What she needs Is' a new man reading from Romans II. She was
-Reader's Digest." in an article
that pleads with today's emotion- bearing orchids, not a doctor
assisted by Mrs Claude Farmer,
ally overwrought businessmen to
If a warless sees that ner hus- who reviewed briefly "She capturstop wilfully breasting. their own band, no matter how young, has ed Christianity-. by Hilda Lew
hearts. We refer to ',ten • .h the the symptoms listed above. sne Mrs. Mischke closed the meeting
above coronary foreisheitowings for undoubtedly will worry Worrying with a prayer.
the arnpie reason th.ilt lard freq- is sornetnir.g a woman does better
Refrestiments were served to 15
uently it IS a man .weio gets than a man, with more skill arid
himself in sucn critically 'heart- practice and deteretungdion. But eseerdwea and 3 visitors by hosbreaking habits. three times as worrying about a "coronary type" teases Mrs C Ray. Mrs. Louela
many men ag women clie int= is not only foolate as all seden- Gatlin. and Mrs. Jesse Parker.
•• e •
heart diseases—and tne pareentage tary woor7 is, but tune-emsurnof male to female sufferers from mg.
PENNY UNWISE
f
e
•
•
Y.

'10

e

Heart Victims
Now May
Be Spotted

ID 6-3327

An important golf meeting will
be held at 8:30 at the Calloway
County Country club Wednesday
morning, September 2. L ad ie s
Day.

of4/

Golfing will begin at 9 am.
Qualifing rounds will be played
to determine the flight to play in
for the Ladies Club Champion:011p.

Social Calendar
Tuesday, September let
The Jessie Ludwick Curie of
the College Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Jessie Rogers

CrwrF,MBER1, 19,9

Wednesday Meeting
At Country Club
To Begin At 8:30

Phone PL 3-4707 of

Lochie Liutdolt, Editor

•5

TTT:m kv

in her home as hostess. Mrs. Marion Young will give the devotien
and Mrs. Rogers has charge of
the program.

Ed. Note: The following poem
was breu,lit in by Miss Frances
Bradley. teacher at the School
New Hope with the request
that it be published. The Ledger
and times is pleased to do so.

The general meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian Service of the Methodist church will
be held this morning., from 10:30
to 11:30 in the Little Chapel.
•• ••
Thursday, September 3rd
Group Three of the Ctwistion
Women's Fellowship will meet at
An angel, is living in my home the home of Mrss. Howard Dodson at ee,ht o'clock.
today.
••••
Not just for a visit, she came to
Town and Country Homemakers
Stay.
You may not believe that this is will meet in the home of Mrs.
Castle Parker. Story Ave.. at 7:30
quite t,:sue.
But let me describe my angel to pm.
•
•• ••
you.
Members of the Garden departHer weight about fifty, she is
ment of the Woman's Club will
three feet ten,
A I, viable darling with petal pink meet at the club house at 10 am.
for transportation to the cottage
skin.
'..
Her hair is golden, !Ike the sun of Mrs. Noble Farris on Kentucky
'i Lake. Each member is asked to
Iteht we love,
s...-.,1 brina a covered dish far the
Her eyes are as blue as the 5.7
1
luncheon.
up above.
She is eight years old and Oh,
how I love her.
Monday, September 7th
I thank the dear Lord that I am '
A labor day supper will be servher mother.
For when I care for her and give ed at the Calloway County Country club at 5:30 in the evening.
her my love,
It makes me more pleasing to Tickets will be $1.00 for adults
-- and 50e for children under 12. All
Him up above.
She _as. sus.- ,lia -meet some - verso food will be furnished. Tickets will
be on sale Wednesday, Ladies Day:
will ret be so kind,
For she is mentally retarded, this and Thursday at the Ctuntry club.
Tickets will also be available
angel of m.ne.
Don't think this is a cross that from Mrs Jim Edd Diuguid at her
h.ene. N., tickets will be sold at
I have to bear.
supper.
God surely must trust me to put 'he
••••
her in my care.
.
But there's a' Itanp in my throat
Tuesday. September 8th
when I hear her say.
Star Chapter No. 433
VinflITTI IP. the children don't want (.4.,
will meet at the Masonic
me to play."
1 Hall at 7:30 in the evening.
I know she is awkward arid stoma .
••••
down their game.
Wednesday. September 9th
Blli her little' heart can be hurt
The Arts and Crafts club will
just the same.
You will find others like, her meet at 230 in the afternoon in
the borne. of Mrs. L. M Liverbey.
where you lye.
And they need all the help arid
• • • •
l!ve you can give.
We all want to help the crippled
and blind.
But scene feel different about
sickness of mind
-There are homes for such children." some people will say.
-It would be so much better tO
Mrs. James Miller was elected
send her isJay "
president of the Flint WidS. Punt
I know at loch places, they must Baptst Chtudh at a recent meethave to be.
ing.
But "No." my baby. God gave
Others chosen for 1959-6115 offices
her tn me
Please d n't shun these children were Mrs. Rob Neale, vite president; Mrs. Thomas Roberts. secreand set them apart,
Altho they are different, they do tary and treusurer: Mrs. Robert
R1CTLMAND. Va. (UPI) — A
Herring, prayer chairman; Mrs.
have a heart
federa: Reqerve Bank spokesman
Si.if you meet my angel. please Bill ?Allen mission study chaircorrtplaini Friday that people
man: Mrs. Lula Miller, community
:lye her a smile.
tii "their penare "hangir,g
And ttie look on her face will mission chairman: Mrs. Joe Hopnies.
kins. program chairman; Mrs. Attimake it worth while
To all of her teachers, my thanks re Burks. song leader; Mrs Junior
But he indicated it is trA
1
Bailey. literature chairman: Mrs.
go to you.
because of increaced thr"
For doing so much that I could Miller Woking., jubilee chairman.
The Spokesman said peopl
• n- t do.
the mistaken behef that. t
Mrs Paul Hopkins. stewardship
a rrnstaite in the New --Lirsidln. You have helped her so much, chairman: Mrs W B McCuiston,
you have all been so kind,
penny •oeued last January and
publicity chairman; Mrs Charles
that it has a premium value as a God bless you for loving this
Miller and Mrs. Alton Ridings,
angel of mine
collector's item.
social and hospitality.

Sue Ann

Gr..upings for Wednesday's play
are: First flight — Betty Lowry,
Saundra Slusrneyer, and Madelyn
Lamb; Evelyn Jones, Sue Costello,
and Elizabeth Slusrneyer; Betty
Hahs. Venetia Sexton and Martha
Sue Ryan.
Second flight — Frances Parker,
Juliet Wallis, and Alice Purel,im:
Lii Ohio, Chris Graham, and Betty
Scott; Ruth Wilson, Me.reit Pearce, and Marge Kipp; Eleanor
Diuguid, Billie Wilson and Billie
Cohoon.

SO FAR, THE SIGNING -It's none other than famed former
heavyweight champ Jack Dempsey alongside as reigning
heavywe,glit champ Ingemar Johansson signs to give Floyd
Patterson a chance to regain the title. The scree Is Goteand July
borg. Sweden. The fight: Between next March
(Radiophoto)
15 The place: Somewhere.

Third flight'— Jane Baker. Jennie Hutson and Grace James:
Stella Hurt, Re-ba Overbuy, and
Mary Rayburn: Louise Lamb, Jean
Lindsey and Frances Miller.
Golf c..-chairmen for the morning will be Mrs. Verne Kyle and
Mrs. Ed Settle.
• • • •

SUSAN HAYWARD in

"WOMAN. OBSESSED"
COLOR,.

_

Circle II of
31. E. Church
Meets at church

3441
AA
YEau .1
Etc=
And
Receive
Of

Ta
Sr
L.
.04

BUZ

Little Bonnie
A Free Tank
Gas!!

TOP LEGIONNAIRES--Newly Installed American Legion National Commander Martin B.
Mc.Kneally and National Auxiliary President Mrs. Alexander
H. Gray give out with smiles
after their election in Minneapolis, Minn. He Is from Newburgh, N. Y. She is from
Brownsville, Tex.

Mrs. James Miller
Elected President
Flint Women's Group

I/
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DISCOVERER ROCKET fires second-stage erwilind 6t heoCklfito
. OW
. orbit. Discoverer tests ore part of the U.S.'s "Project Sentry" - a militorif iatellite program to
put felevislon cameras and other equipment into orbit around the earth within neat
Rockets
2 years.
ice;mp,
r.4eeolitoc
,.dv
o. dveui, high-performance fuels like boron.
po
diiiime of

,t. DIf Sunray, kfSpks
pelqicar,ons. American fticlort Seciefv.

V7-177-7
DRIVE IN THEATRE

Open - 6:15 * Start 7:15
LAST TIMES TONITE

0......siesse wean

1/1.01.0.s. lir PAW Hanle;, Am.'.,.1.4,44.o.1 •11
/
411IF eto.

WED. and THURS.

New 9X Boron Motor Oils ... with
miracle cleansing action..'give you
the cleanest engine in the world!

New DX BORON Ultra Special Meter Oil
Ultimate in all-weather protection Gives vp
to 18% faster starting Reduces oil consump.
tion up to 20% Steps up gasoline octane
performance Increases mileage up to 4
miles per gallon Reduces deposits, prevents
pre-ignition Plus miracle cleansing action.

4

Phone PL 3-1916

VIOL Blitiel
CLAIRE BLOW
CHARLES BOYER
osf

Recommended for all driving condikons,
particularly stop:ond-go driving. Improves
gasoline mileage Steps up gasoline octane
performance Drastically reduces deposits
end sludge Retards pre-ignition. Cuts oil
consumption P1.1 miracle cleansing action.

CHARL11IN RESTON
••••••••••• •••••••••.1•..• .1••••••
disarm.,K•011

Tr')

MOW

•

From the multimillion-dollar research laboratories Of DX Sunray comes the greatest
motor oil advancement in years DX scientists
have again harnessed the century's wonder
element, boron, for use in automobiles. Now
they have perfected new DX Boron Motor
Oilee-the motor oils -of the Space Age.
These history-making motor oils bring you
mirotle cleansing action. They give you the
cleanest engine in the world. They conquer
sludge. They unleash hidden engine power
and greatly improve gasoline mileage.
DX 13ortin Motor Oils are new from start to
They're guaranteed in writfinish. T5
ing to be America's finest motor oils!

Ns, ,112,
.

Three More New DX Motif
DX Heavy Duty, popular-priced
detergent oil. DX Diamond, premium non-detergent oil DX Power, non-detergent economy oil.

S-3C

The sign of product*
you fiat, service
you remember.

DX SUNRAY (Ill COMPANY • Subsidiary ot Sunray M d Continent Oil Compeny • Tulsa, Oklahoma • 0 1959

.•••••••••.,.„
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•

•

V.

New DI BORON Extra inn Baty Meter Oil

fla
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